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OVERVIEW

This research paper showcases the state of trust for three industries — financial services (including insurance),
telecommunications (telco), and retail ― across 10 countries in Asia-Pacific, and it delivers insights from both sides
of the equation ― the companies and the consumers they serve.
These insights provide the truth vs. perception of companies’ ability to manage trust and the impact on their business
today and in the future. Armed with this knowledge, companies can better understand what they need to do today
to ensure that they raise the bar to compete for their customers’ trust and business, and to develop the readiness
needed to combat the escalating threat and volume of fraud.
Research findings presented the following high-level findings:

Hong Kong: Lowest percentage of
consumers with high satisfaction level
toward bank and insurance companies’
fraud management
China: Consumers are the most
tolerant toward submitting and
sharing of personal data
Thailand: Highest error rate in personal
data submitted. Most Thai consumers
believe business entities severely lack
fraud detection capabilities and speed in
response to fraud incidents

Japan: Least tolerant to
fraud incidents. Consumers
are most cautious on digital
accounts and transactions

India: Consumers have the
largest number of shopping
app accounts in the region

Australia: Consumers are
most satisfied with the
post-fraud service of banks
and insurance companies

Singapore: Consumers
have the highest trust
toward government

Indonesia: Consumers trust
banks and insurance companies
more than government;
encountered most incidents in
financial services fraud in the past
12 months

New Zealand:
Consumers make most
of their payments by
Internet banking

Vietnam: Consumers
encountered most incidents
in retail and telco fraud in
the past 12 months
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OVERVIEW
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
ANZ

GREATER
ANZ CHINA

Australia — Consumers are most satisfied
with the post-fraud service of banks and
insurance companies

China — Consumers are the most tolerant toward
submitting and sharing of personal data
AP Average

AP Average

70%

46.6%

59.7%

Percentage of consumers highest in Australia
(70%) compared to the regional average
Impact: Increased trust in financial services
(FS) companies
Observations
FS companies have the most superior capabilities in fraud
management in terms if speed of detection, accuracy, and
contextualisation.

New Zealand — Consumers make most of
their payments by Internet banking

AP Average

27.5%

46.6% compared to the AP average of 27.5% are
accepting of sharing personal data of existing accounts
with other business entities
Impact: Higher exposure of data privacy and risk of fraud
Observations
Companies have moderate capabilities in fraud detection, but
majority believe that improvements are required in areas of
fraud resolution for better assistance to victims of fraud as
consumers increasingly face more fraud risks.

Hong Kong — The least percentage of consumers
with high satisfaction level toward banks and
insurance companies’ fraud management

74%

70.5%

54.5%

46.5%

39.6%

40.7%

AP Average

FS

TELCO

RETAIL

FS

TELCO

RETAIL

A higher percentage make payments via
Internet banking to banks and insurance
companies, telcos, and retailers, respectively,
compared to the regional average
Impact: Anti-fraud capabilities are critical to
the increased digital transaction frequency and
customers’ trust in banks
Observations
Focus will be on additional analytics and more automated fraud
detection.
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9.7%

21.1%

Only 9.7% are most satisfied compared to 21.1% on
average
Impact: Effective response towards fraud incidents to be
improved
Observations
Majority of companies realise that they have moderate
capabilities in fraud detection.

OVERVIEW

49.8%

55%

AP Average

34.7%

RETAIL TELCO

49.8% have experienced fraud at least once compared
to the regional average
Impact: Overall anti-fraud capabilities need
improvement

35.2%

AP Average

32.8%

Indonesia — Consumers encountered most
incidents of FS fraud in the past 12 months

Vietnam — Consumers encountered most
incidents of retail and telco fraud in the past
12 months

54.5%

SOUTHEAST ASIA
ANZ

RETAIL TELCO

More than 50% have experienced fraud at least once in
retail and telco, respectively, compared to the regioinal
average
Impact: Overall anti-fraud capabilities need improvement

Observations

Observations

The emergence of varied payment options (e.g., majority
are cash on delivery, while online payments are developing)
across different channels are increasing complexity to fraud
management.

The rapid deployment of fiber to the home and LTE mobile broadband
is accelerating the need for customer analytics and collections and
fraud management by telcos; retailers are most concerned about
employee fraud, because offline is a larger sales channel.

Singapore — Consumers have the highest trust
toward government
AP Average

INDIA
India — Consumers have the largest number of
shopping app accounts in the region

75.5%

51.7%

75.5% choose government agencies, compared with
51.7% on average
Impact: Trust of personal data protection is centered
around government agencies
Observations
FS companies seek to increase consumer trust by investing in data
quality and data management issues, and in new technologies
(e.g., AI, biometrics).

Thailand — Most Thai consumers believe business
entities severely lack fraud detection capabilities
and speed in response to fraud incidents
AP Average

Average of three accounts per person
Impact: Highest exposure to online fraud
Observations
Spurt in digital activity in the recent past has initiated investment in
new technologies (i.e., robotics, AI, machine learning, biometrics)
for better fraud detection and improved contextual marketing. The
retail industry is working in collaboration with third-party agencies on
alternative data sources, and is open to work with fintech companies.

JAPAN
Japan — Consumers are most cautious on digital
accounts and transactions
actively maintain digital

50.7% accounts’ validity
27%

60.5%

47.7%

60.5% think it is most important, higher than the
regional average
Impact: Fast response is one of the key factors to better
fraud management, retaining customers and gaining
their trust
Observations
Companies are generally weak in fraud management, but could
be influenced by customers being more tolerant of fraud.

13.5%

AP Average

45.5%

do not do online
bank transfers

AP Average

More than 70% did not encounter fraud incidents in past 12
months, compared to regional average of 50%
Impact: Relatively low risk of fraud

Observations
There is a suppressed demand for customer behavioural analytics
that could aid in analysing a lot of the data that is currently not being
used or not available.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Trust — more specifically, the keeping of trust — is
the basis for today’s digital economy. The business
opportunities offered by the digital economy will not be
realised without a conscious and focused effort to build
trust in the online world. As we look ahead, those that
will win in the world’s increasingly digital markets will be
companies that can grow, manage, and cultivate strong
and trusting relationships with ever-more discerning
customers.
In this report, we take a closer look at the current
state of trust in FS, telco and retail organisations
across Australia, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia,
Japan, New Zealand, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam.
IDC conducted a series of analyst interviews with senior
executives who have security, compliance or fraud
oversight. That data provides valuable insight into the
areas that are most impacted by the level of trust that
consumers have in businesses.

Three key takeaways from these sessions:
Financial Services:
FS has the highest customer trust among
the industries surveyed, but banks are not
the most trusted with personal data.

Telecommunications:
Customer engagement remains an elusive but
important goal as carriers and service providers strive
for lower churn rates and new revenue streams.

Retail:
Retailers are more susceptible to customer churn than
banks and telcos. While they have generally been able
to manage their customer’s experience in the event of
fraud, more needs to be — and can be — done.
In the final section, we look at the approaches that some leading
banks, telcos, retailers and ecommerce businesses have taken to
ensure the quality, reliability, and security of customer interactions.
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QUANTIFYING TRUST: THE EXPERIAN-IDC DIGITAL TRUST INDEX (DTI)

One of the key thrusts of this joint Experian-IDC
research initiative was to explore how the two sides
of the trust equation — the giver (the customer) and
the receiver (the company) — view trust as the basis of
relationships moving forward.

For this, we developed a trust benchmark, with
quantifiable measurement of the level of trust that
consumers placed in companies from the FS, telco,
and retail industries. The Experian-IDC Digital Trust
Index (DTI) also provides companies a yardstick
to gauge how they can compare against their
competitors, and helps to find ways to maintain or
improve their customers’ trust.
The index and findings are based on two primary
research studies conducted by IDC between May and
June 2017 covering:

80
Organisations

3
Industries: FS, Telco, Retail

seen as digital
market leaders

10
Countries
With revenues of at least

US$10M

3,200
Consumers

>93%

Own a smartphone

14

The average
number of
active digital
accounts
held

93%
Make payment >85%
to business
via digital
channels

Aged
between 18
and 54 years
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QUANTIFYING TRUST: THE EXPERIAN-IDC DIGITAL TRUST INDEX (DTI)

The DTI helps companies understand the drivers of trust and where they stand
vis-à-vis their peers in and out of their industry, and to find ways to maintain or
improve their customers’ trust.

The index is based on four key variables:

Digital Adoption
The higher the adoption
rate, the higher the trust.

Fraud Management
The variable is based on the
effectiveness of companies
to detect and mitigate fraud,
and an assessment of
post-fraud measures.

Fraud Rate
The higher the fraud rate, the
lower the trust.

FOUR KEY
VARIABLES

For decision makers across Asia-Pacific, the DTI is:
A measure of the level of consumer trust toward a type of business
entity in the surveyed countries
Indicative of the consumers’ likelihood to continuously and actively
transact with companies through their digital channels, entrusting the
business with personal data
An actionable indicator, helping businesses gauge and proactively
respond to the market demands vis-à-vis personal data: security,
reliability, and usability
A snapshot of consumer behaviour and expectations. A higher score
indicates the consumers are, in general, satisfied with their digital
interactions, while a lower score alludes to a failure in trust
With this information, businesses will be better equipped to manage their
business risks by strengthening their fraud management capabilities, adopting
detection and prevention best practices, and removing friction in their digital
channels and customer engagements.
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Industry Preference
The higher the preference
level, the higher the trust.

WHO IS MORE TRUSTWORTHY?

A Trust Divide
Benchmarking the three industries, FS scored highest across the
region (4.95), while businesses in retail/ecommerce (2.40) and
telco (2.14) have their work cut out for them.

FS: Customer Trust Levels Vary Widely
The wide range of DTI scores across the region — from 2.9 to 8.0 — shows
that some countries are doing better than others in maintaining trust. IDC
executive interviews also revealed that banking and insurance executives
view government and public sectors as another industry that is in
competition for consumers’ trust.

Except for India, Indonesia, Japan and
New Zealand, government agencies
are seen to be more trustworthy than
banks — even by bankers themselves.

Digital Trust Index
Asia-Pacific Industry Snapshot

Japan

6.86
China

3.87
Hong Kong

India

3.8

5.12

Regional
average

Vietnam

4.04

4.95

Thailand

3.8

Singapore

3.10

Indonesia

2.90

Australia

5.84

New Zealand

8.02

0

0
No trust

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Industry regional average

9

10

10
Very high trust
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WHO IS MORE TRUSTWORTHY?

Telco: Facing Digital Disconnect in Customer Engagement
The DTI for telcos ranges from 0.5 to 3.2 with a mean of 2.14,
lower than both FS and retail, indicating that carriers and services
providers have the widest disconnect with consumers.

In emerging markets, such as Indonesia
and India, telco ecommerce or ewallet
solutions may be the first financial
services that the local consumer has ever
used, and it is not clear if such nascent
utilisation has resulted in increased or
decreased trust.

Digital Trust Index
Asia-Pacific Industry Snapshot

Japan

2.77
China

1.86
Hong Kong

India

1.79

1.93

Regional
average

Vietnam

1.74

Thailand

2.14

0.81

Singapore

1.97

Indonesia

0.53

Australia

3.17

New Zealand

2.53

0

0
No trust

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Industry regional average
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9

10

10
Very high trust

WHO IS MORE TRUSTWORTHY?

Retail: Customer Experience as Key Driver for Trust
The DTI for retailers ranges from 1.8 to 2.8, with a mean of 2.40.
The region comprises an uneven mix of online retailing maturity,
consumer adoption and fraud tolerance. However, one common
belief holds true: meeting customer expectations wins.
While consumers in the developed markets report lower fraud rates, they
are also the least tolerant of fraud; this explains the low trust levels seen in
Singapore, Hong Kong, and New Zealand. The converse is true in developing
markets.

China and India are top in terms of trust
level driven by digital commerce growth
and online retailers’ focus on mitigating
fraud disputes.

Digital Trust Index
Asia-Pacific Industry Snapshot

Despite a high frequency of fraud incidents,
consumers are generally more tolerant
and willing to accept the occasional fraud
involving minor monetary losses and when
given assurance of nonrecurrence.
Japan

2.51
China

2.82
Hong Kong

India

Regional
average

1.84

2.76
Vietnam

1.81

2.40

Thailand

2.36

Singapore

1.84

Indonesia

1.90

Australia

2.36

New Zealand

1.99

0

0
No trust

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Industry regional average

9

10

10
Very high trust
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INDUSTRY CLOSE-UP: LEADERS, MID-STREAMERS, STARTERS

For each of the three industries, we grouped the countries into Leaders,
Mid-Streamers and Starters. Leaders have the highest levels of trust
compared to Starters.

Financial Services

LEADERS
Characteristics of
markets with higher
trust levels

High digital adoption
High digital banking account
sign-up and utilisation
Low fraud incidence (except
India)
Lowest fraud incidents in
Japan
High satisfaction with
companies’ efforts in handing
fraud

MID-STREAMERS
Characteristics of
markets with moderate
trust levels

Medium-to-high digital
account ownership
Utilisation of digital
services lower than Leaders
High comfort with
transactions through bank
branches
Fraud rates are higher,
but FS companies are
responding with better
fraud management tools

HIGHEST FRAUD
TOLERANCE:

HIGHEST INCIDENCE
OF FRAUD:

LOWEST FRAUD
TOLERANCE:

LOWEST INCIDENCE
OF FRAUD:
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STARTERS
Characteristics of
markets with lower
trust levels

Low-to-medium fraud levels
Singapore: High level of
enrolment, utilisation of digital
accounts but dampened by
customer dissatisfaction. FS
cited as “most trusted” by only
15% — lowest in the region
Indonesia: FS is most trusted.
But building higher trust is
deterred by high rates of fraud
and poor satisfaction of postfraud experience

While Singapore has high levels
of enrolment and utilisation of
digital banking accounts, and
fraud rates are generally lowto-medium and comparable
with Mid-Streamers, the
island-state’s DTI has been
heavily weighed down due to
customers’ dissatisfaction in
how banks have responded to
fraud incidents.

INDUSTRY CLOSE-UP: LEADERS, MID-STREAMERS, STARTERS

Telco

LEADERS
Characteristics of
markets with higher
trust levels

Highest levels of trust
High adoption of digital
services
High household broadband
penetration
High mobile broadband and
smartphone penetration

MID-STREAMERS
Characteristics of
markets with moderate
trust levels

Credit and/or debit card
adoption high in Singapore,
China, Hong Kong
Digital payments facilitated
primarily by non-telcos
Household and mobile
broadband penetration
increasing in all five countries
Approximately 30% of homes
have fiber optic cable in
Singapore China, Hong Kong,
Vietnam
India lagging as telcos focus
on digital life services via
mobile broadband

HIGHEST FRAUD
TOLERANCE:

HIGHEST INCIDENCE
OF FRAUD:

LOWEST FRAUD
TOLERANCE:

LOWEST INCIDENCE
OF FRAUD:

STARTERS
Characteristics of
markets with lower
trust levels

Lowest level of customer trust,
many having experienced
some form of fraud personally

India and Vietnam telcos are
well placed to compete with a
full suite of digital life services
that includes financial products
(e.g., ewallet).
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INDUSTRY CLOSE-UP: LEADERS, MID-STREAMERS, STARTERS

Retail

LEADERS
Characteristics of
markets with higher
trust levels

High digital adoption growth
driven
Digital commerce and mobile
payment adoption are key
drivers
Fraud incidences mitigated
by higher-than-average fraud
management experience

MID-STREAMERS
Characteristics of
markets with moderate
trust levels

Despite relatively welldeveloped online retail
market, regional digital
adoption is the lowest in
Australia and Japan
Despite lower-than-average
fraud incidents, consumers
don’t trust online retaliers
with personal data
Thailand’s online retail
push sees increase in online
shopping

HIGHEST FRAUD
TOLERANCE:

HIGHEST INCIDENCE
OF FRAUD:

LOWEST FRAUD
TOLERANCE:

LOWEST INCIDENCE
OF FRAUD:
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STARTERS
Characteristics of
markets with lower
trust levels

Despite low-to-average fraud
incidents, trust and fraud
tolerance low in New Zealand,
Singapore and Hong Kong
High fraud incidents in
Indonesia and Vietnam pose
trust concerns, despite
consumers’ high fraud
tolerance

It’s no surprise that China
and India are ahead here. The
world’s two most populous
markets see high growth in
digital adoption, driven by
digital commerce and mobile
payments.

THE ENTERPRISE FRAUD MANAGEMENT VIEW

Customer Churn: Retailers at Highest Risk
Fraud incidents represent an affront to the trust that is given by the customer. The
risk of customer churn is a clear and present threat to businesses, as more than half
of consumers surveyed are willing to switch to another online retailer in the event of
fraud. The threat is highest for ecommerce and branded retailers.

56%

Willing to switch
to another telco

63%

Willing to
switch financial
institution

67%

Willing to switch to a
competing ecommerce
retail brand

And how confident, really, are enterprises in combating fraud?
FS and telcos reported similar results. Accuracy in detecting fraud ranked
number 1, followed by reducing monetary impact. Fraud detection
is mostly carried out in-house, with recent investments in advanced
analytics.

5.0

4.8
2.0

Among banks, those in Singapore and Australia scored above the mean
average, compared to Vietnamese banks that rated themselves only 2.0.

Most telcos have established a fraud team while at the same time
deploying automated fraud management/detection systems.
Overall, retailers rated themselves highest on fraud detection accuracy,
along with good customer experience in the event of fraud. This aligns
with online retailers’ top two business priorities, which are to maintain
their brand reputation and to ensure consumer trust.

Leading retailers have implemented measures to increase
accuracy of customer identification (e.g., device
finger-printing and two-factor authentication). However,
more needs to be done to increase speed of fraud
detection and to contextualise fraud measures based on
the fraud profile of the counterparty.
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THE ENTERPRISE FRAUD MANAGEMENT VIEW

Financial Services
Q. Please rate your company’s ability in fraud management capablities.

Where banks rated
themselves strongest in
accuracy in detection

4

Accuracy in
detecting fraud

3.9

Reducing monetary
impact

3.6

Contextualisation of fraud management;
speed in detecting fraud

and scoring themselves
highest (5.0) in reducing the
monetary impact of fraud

3.5

Customer experience in
cases of fraud

0

1

2

3

4

5

Ability to manage fraud on a scale of 0-5 (where 5 is the highest)

Telco
Q. Please rate your company’s ability in fraud management capabilities.

3.82

Accuracy in detecting fraud

3.59

Where telcos rated
themselves strongest in
accuracy in detection

Reducing monetary imapact

3.53

Speed in detecting fraud

3.31

and where they have a good
handle on reducing the
monetary impact of fraud

Contextualisation of
fraud management

3.25

Customer experience in cases of fraud

0

1

2

3

4

5

Ability to manage fraud on a scale of 0-5 (where 5 is the highest)

Retail
Q. Please rate your company’s ability in fraud management capablities.

Where retailers rated
themselves strongest in
customer experience in
cases of fraud

3.6

Accuracy in detecting fraud &
Customer experience in cases of fraud

3.5

Reducing monetary impact

3.4

and strongest in accuracy in
detecting fraud

Customer experience and minimising friction of fraud
measures; speed in detecting fraud

3.3

Contextualisation of
fraud management

0

1

2

3

Ability to manage fraud on a scale of 0-5 (where 5 is the highest)
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4

5

3 Major Gaps to Overcome
for Greater Customer Trust
There are three areas where companies
need to focus while they aim to strengthen
trust between them and their customers.
Gap 1: The Rise in Digital Transactions
Gap 2: The Constantly Evolving Battle Against Fraud
Gap 3: The Race for Convenience
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GAP 1: THE RISE IN DIGITAL TRANSACTIONS

28%

17.5%

The sheer growth in volume of digital transactions continues to
astound even as B2C ecommerce matures.

Asia-Pacific, the largest
ecommerce region in the
world, is estimated to have
grown by +28% to US$1.3
trillion in 2016.

According to estimates in an Ecommerce
Foundation report, global B2C ecommerce
turnover in 2016 grew 17.5% to US$2.7 trillion.
For businesses, this requires continued investment in the right
infrastructure to process these transactions, including tools
to manage these volumes while ensuring the standards of
security, availability, and reliability of their digital services.
To manage the growth, telcos will need to make their Internet
of Things (IoT) offerings as secure as possible and deploy
analytics to reduce incidences of fraudulent data generation
for a wide range of industries, such as logistics, connected
cars, and healthcare.

The volume of digital transactions
will expand further, with every
succeeding year beating records set
in previous years. Growth in IoT will
aggravate the challenge by adding
more data to the larger Web.

Low Fraud Now, But Expect an Upsurge as Online Shopping and ePayments Grow
The potential risk of fraud is seen greatest in online payments, which is expected
to grow in tandem with the availability of digital customer relationships as more
companies – telcos, ecommerce, banks – now offer online payments.
Value of Southeast Asia online
transactions to double

Percentage of Chinese consumer
spend made online

Double-digital growth in digital
payments adoption

US$158.9B

Absolute fraud exposure and fraud
risks will increase along with
transaction volume growth, which
will tax companies already dealing
with the volume of transactions
requiring fraud reviews and action.
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29.7%

2021

30%

2016

20%

US$ 83.4B

2016

2021

CAGR 2013-2021

Online-to-offline (O2O) commerce players (e.g., Grab,
Go-Jek) are extending the usage of mobile wallets
in offline commuting, and players like PayTM have
launched payment banking services. Collectively,
these factors are driving increased adoption of digital
payments.

THE ENTERPRISE FRAUD MANAGEMENT VIEW

FS: Oblivious, Denying, Disingenuous?
Digital banking usage is expected to continue to grow, but insurers still see lower
digital usage among customers, reflecting how the region is still largely dependent
on the customer–agent relationships and on bancassurance models.

>1/3

of banks
surveyed have

44%

>30%

of Asia-Pacific
consumers are
conducting 2-5 digital
transactions a month
Insurance
still lags
behind
banking

of their customer
base already
active on digital
channels
of their customer
base are active
on their digital
channels

10%

For 25% of those surveyed, fraud in the financial services industry has seen little
impact despite the rise in digital usage. Of the 10 countries included in the survey,
financial institutions in Hong Kong, China, and India readily acknowledged seeing a
rise in fraud.

consumers
(or their
acquaintances)
has encountered
banking fraud in
Asia-Pacific
Countries reporting
highest rates of fraud

44%

1 in 3

26%

50%

see no
believe
change in fraud has
number of increased
cases

Indonesia and Japan
do not forsee any
increase in mobile
fraud

60%

of banks said
continuous
improvement in fraud
detection has been a help
but there is still room for
improvement.
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GAP 1: THE RISE IN DIGITAL TRANSACTIONS

Retail: Large Digital Pure-plays Lead in
Automation. Brick-and-mortar Retailers
Lack Focus on Looming Online Threats
As the industry anticipates an upsurge of ecommerce, fraud
rates for 62.1% of online retailers are for now at a low range
(less than 0.05% of total gross merchandise value). But 35%
of online retailers, particularly in growth markets (e.g., China,
Vietnam, India, Indonesia) reflect high fraud rates of as much as
5% of total gross merchandise value (GMV).
Large online retailers have higher levels of automation with
in-house developed solutions and teams — a testament to their
awareness of the looming fraud challenges that come with
increasing transactions. Smaller online retailers, on the other
hand, depend on third-party solutions and fraud management
vendors (e.g., Shopify plug-ins). Brick-and-mortar retailers
with online channels mostly have yet to realise the implications
of increasing fraud, as offline retail still comprises a majority of
sales generation.

48%

1 in 3

consumers (or their
acquaintances) has
encountered retail
fraud in Asia-Pacific

of consumers in
India, Indonesia
and Vietnam have
directly or indirectly
experienced retail
fraud
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Countries
experiencing high
fraud rates of as
much as 5% of
total GMV

17.5%

Analytics applied to digital transactions and predictive
customer behavioural analytics are areas that are
relatively new to telcos, and many service providers
believe that they would not be able to use these
technologies to their full extent simply because their
employees lack the necessary skills currently.

24.5%

The rise of digital transactions is a direct result of consumers
looking to pursue digital lifestyle services. The focus on
these value-added lifestyle services (e.g., micro-payments,
tickets, vouchers) is a natural evolution for telco service
providers as they seek to enhance their business models
by raising the average revenue per user beyond traditional
connectivity revenue. To be sure, telcos are well accustomed
to the scaling game since both the packet core and the billing
and operational support systems are built to scale.

19%

Percentage of consumers
who have experienced
some type of fraud

Telco: Aiming to Be Well Prepared

GAP 1: THE RISE IN DIGITAL TRANSACTIONS

What Companies are Doing to Ensure Scale in Fraud Management: Greater Automation
Across FS, telco and retail, enterprises are using some level of automation to combat the expected increase in
fraud. There is still room for improvement, and every industry has its own challenges and concerns.

Financial Services

Telco

Retail

Largely manual-based systems
are used in FS, but automation
in fraud detection is gaining
importance.

The industry claims to be
increasingly automated, but there
is still a huge effort required
to verify identity documents
and cross-check customer
information.

Automation is strongest in card
payments. Credit/debit card
payments are largely automated
through payment gateways with
real-time fraud scoring engines.
However, in the total scheme
of payments, these solutions
only apply to card-not-present
payments (comprising about 12%
of Southeast Asia payments in
2016, increasing to 15% by 2021).

Singapore, Australia, New
Zealand, and India have
aggressively leveraged predictive
analytics and, hence, have higher
confidence in fraud detection.

The ability to carry out crossproduct checks for the same
customer is one area that needs
to be better addressed. For
example, if there’s a fraud-related
or collections problem on a
customer’s mobile account, will
that be reflected in delivery of
services on the Pay TV account
owned by the same user?

Semi-automated back-end
processes impact customer
experience in cases of fraud.
Flagged transactions, screening,
and chargeback requests require
manual reviews and are reactive
(e.g., in Thailand, Japan, New
Zealand). Cases are typically
handled via customer service
agents supported by offline fraud
management teams.

Hong Kong, China, Japan,
and Indonesia have moderate
confidence in their capabilities
and are now scaling up in
automated detection.

Australia, China, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and New Zealand have
high confidence in their abilities to
respond to fraud.

Cash-on-delivery payment
remains a necessary evil among
the payment mix. Cash-ondelivery payment options (70% of
orders in emerging markets such
as India and Indonesia) require
reactive verification and only
after-orders are accepted.

Key concern: Real-time detection
is a challenge. Existing fraud
detection tools often detect
incidents only after an occurrence,
and often also encounter a short
delay.

Australia, Hong Kong, Japan,
New Zealand, and Singapore
are leading in the region in fraud
management automation. All
telcos indicated they are investing
in automation solutions, but the
Leaders noted that they are also
focusing on contextualization,
cross-checks across different
products, and predictive analytics.

Disjointed transaction views
are bottlenecks to scalability.
Where fraud management is not
managed in-house, disjointed
views of transaction needs to
be reconciled between online
retailers and payment service
providers. Reactive verifications
and increased lead time to
investigate disputed claims are
risks that lead to customer churn.
A Thailand retailer cited that
fraud is centrally managed out of
its headquarters in the U.K. This
means investigations are further
slowed by turnaround time due to
time zone differences.
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GAP 2: THE CONSTANTLY EVOLVING BATTLE AGAINST FRAUD

It is in the ability to manage new types of fraud that companies will show their true fraud management capabilities.
The variety of fraud types is hard to keep track of, much less respond to effectively. Across the three industries, we
discover the top 5 types of fraud threatening the day-to-day operations of banks, telcos, and retailers.

Financial Services
Financial institutions continue to be
challenged by the sheer variety of
fraud – reflecting the many points
of vulnerabilities in FS transactions.
These types of fraud have been
rampant in the industry, but FS
companies are still struggling to
cope, despite having the highest
investments in fraud management
across all industries.

Telco
There are bigger and broader issues for
telcos, with problems in telco persisting
in two areas: (1) new types of fraud
stemming from digital ecommerce
linked to fraud in identity documents;
and (2), legacy types of fraud related
to roaming and IDD termination rate
bypass that is a carrier bypass fraud
when landing international traffic.
Perpetrators of termination rate bypass
often use SIM boxes that are equipped
with multiple SIMs to terminate the calls
illegally into the local market. While
most prevalent about three to four years
ago, this type of fraud was mentioned
by some respondents as still being
problematic.

Retail
The omni-channel retailing landscape
is fragmented by touch points and
payment options. Fraud management is
complex with constantly evolving fraud
avenues as new channels and payment
options emerge. Online retailers
showed evenly mixed fraud occurrences
across online, mobile, point-of-sales
(POS), and cash-on-delivery channels.

Top 5 Fraud Types in FS

1

47%

Online fraud

2

3

4

42%

39%

37%
Identity
theft

Malware in mobile
channels

3

4

5

25%

12.5%

12.5%

Card fraud
Malware in online
including
channels
card-not-presdent

35%

Percentage of respondents for each fraud type

Top 5 Fraud Types in Telco

1

2

31.3%

25%

Carrier billing

Loyalty
programs

E-wallets

Involving
point-of-sales
terminal

Handset
microfinancing

Percentage of respondents for each fraud type

Top 5 Fraud Types in Retail

1

2

3

4

5

19%

18.5%

14.1%

11.6%

11.1%

Returns
fraud

Identity
theft

Percentage of respondents for each fraud type
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5

Friendly/
Clean fraud
Card-not-present
chargeback fraud (e.g., using stolen
transactions
cards to transact)

GAP 2: THE CONSTANTLY EVOLVING BATTLE AGAINST FRAUD

Data Silos and Authentication Challenges
One of the key challenges in fighting fraud more effectively is the
persistence of data silos, which makes it difficult for organisations to
gain single views of the ecosystem and, more importantly, a holistic
view of customers.
The growth of data and the variety of customer touch points will only
exacerbate the issue, and the payment landscape remains fragmented.
Online authentication solutions that have emerged also do not provide
a complete solution for all fraud risks. For example, 3D Secure (3DS),
and even with the forthcoming upgrade to version 2.0, addresses only
online credit and debit transactions – i.e., card-not-present purchases.

<18%

PAY

SURVEY

75%

75% of all businesses surveyed
cite the lack of single customer
views across channels and touch
points as a barrier to effective
fraud management.

IDC research: Credit/debit card
payments in Southeast Asia
comprise <18% of total digital
transactions in 2016, and this ratio
will remain consistent till 2021.

The payment landscape remains fragmented with a mix
of online banking, digital wallets, credit/debit cards, and
offline payments (e.g., cash on delivery). Online retailers
must look for alternate measures in customer verification
by improving their ability to identify and understand the
counterparties they transact with.
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GAP 2: THE CONSTANTLY EVOLVING BATTLE AGAINST FRAUD

What Companies are Doing: Greater Use of Analytics
Financial Services:
Additional security loopholes presented by emerging
channels continue to leave banks more vulnerable to fraud.
To uncover trends and patterns of suspicious activities, banks
can:

1. Track and analyse the
customer’s usage of the
various channels;

2. Analyse it and learn
from it to glean added
customer behaviour,
pattern, and activity
context

New and evolving fraud risks do
not trigger alerts because they
cannot be matched against a list of
known incidences, making fraud
management a constantly changing
game of cat and mouse between
banks and threat actors.

3. Increase use of
risk-based analytics
and advanced analysis
(e.g., anomaly detection
and relationship pattern
analysis)

Telco:
In both emerging and developed markets, telcos are beginning to introduce
ewallet services tied to physical debit cards that they issue under their brand.
To reduce potential risk, telcos can:

1. Place a monetary cap
on allowed balances

2. Use analytics to
better understand
customer ewallet
use, behaviour (e.g.,
top-up frequency
and locations), and
spending patterns

3. Start or continue to develop
partnership programs around
ewallet offerings that include
local businesses (e.g.,
bakeries, convenience stores,
restaurants, retail outlets)

Retail:
The top fraud challenge for retailers is in customer verification, which
makes their ability to detect fraud quickly and accurately a key requirement.
However, only 13.8% of online retailers have consistent customer
views across all online and offline channels. This creates challenges in
differentiating between good and bad customers. To maintain consumer trust
and mitigate risk of losing customers and profits, retailers need to:

1. Continue to develop
fraud tracking and
customer verification

2.Improve speed and
accuracy of customer
verification
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GAP 3: THE RACE FOR CONVENIENCE

There is a trade-off between seamless customer experience and fraud
management. Who will be able to balance this first?

FS: Is there a tinge of overconfidence?
Overall, 60% of banks and insurers believe that the stringent standards for fraud
management set by their regulators have made them better at fraud management
(in speed of detection and accuracy). However, this does not extend to keeping to
best practices in the way that they deal with customers in the event of fraud. FS
companies still rate their capabilities in managing customer experience in the event
of fraud as the weakest of their fraud management capabilities.

60%

Countries with high
confidence in their abilites to
respond to fraud

of banks and insurers
believe that stringent
industry standards for fraud
management have helped

Telco: Do service providers have the advantage?
Typically, telcos will take a closer look at the identity documents that
were used to create accounts where fraud has been perpetuated. The
automated systems are there to detect the fraud but most serious
cases need a dedicated fraud team to follow up. There is undoubtedly
a balancing act for the telcos between customer experience and false
positives that inaccurate fraud prediction might generate.

Countries with high
confidence in their abilites to
respond to fraud

Telcos gain confidence from the
added benefit of access to meta
data that shows locations and
movements once a suspected act
of fraud has been detected.
Users enjoy the benefits and
conveniences of ewallet products
that send alerts (e.g., SMSes when
an overseas transaction occurs;
confirmation that a domestic
or foreign remittance has been
picked up). They highlight the
importance of seamless fraud
management and detection, and
customer behavioural analytics
running in the background in a
non-disruptive way.
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GAP 3: THE RACE FOR CONVENIENCE

Retail: Minimising friction and maximising value of
the customer
In online retail, best practices like allowing guest check-outs
and minimising registration fields help reduce friction points
and cart abandonment. But this also presents risk of identity
theft, especially when retailers request for bare minimum
customer information for payment and order processing.
In these cases, online retailers are more challenged with
determining if the customer is fraudulent or not.

Ranked 2nd among fraud
capabilities in management,
managing customer experience
in the event of fraud is a growing
strength of retail. Retail could lead
the way for FS and telco.

>60% of consumers are

Online Vetting Challenges: The
wrong decision can lead to declining
a legitimate customer, potentially
losing the lifetime value of their future
purchases. When in doubt, online
retailers tend to give claimants the
benefit of the doubt by approving and
refunding dispute claims.

comfortable to share name,
contact details and address.
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<20% of consumers willing to

reveal their marital status,
back account numbers, and
income level

FUTUREPROOOFING: NEXT-GENERATION FRAUD DETECTION AND
TRANSACTION MONITORING

PERSISTENT BARRIERS

Damage to customer trust and an organisation’s brand reputation is difficult to
repair because fraud is a personal violation, and victims of fraud typically suffer from
financial and emotional harm. Over the years, enterprises have tried to stay ahead of
fraud by analysing past transactional records and identifying risk patterns, but some
inhibitors persist:

Lack of clarity
The lack of clarity on the
valuation of data
The perception of data
being cost-prohibitive
Beginner’s barrier
adopting a data-driven
business model

Privacy and IP
concerns
Geo and regulatory
heterogeneity pose a larger
drag force
Lack of understanding on
the value-added services
that prevent revealing data in
native formats

Next-generation fraud prevention is made possible today by technological
advances in big data and analytics. Information solution companies
like Experian use the latest data and analytical tools to help enterprises
prevent fraud and automate decision making.

Perceived difficulty in
using data
The lack of skills and tools that
enable buying organisations to
combine, analyse, and utilise
data

To futureproof the digital
economy much needs to be
done to build greater customer
trust in the online world.

Mitigating Fraud with Super-ID
The use of single-factor verification such as a country’s national ID to uniquely identify a
customer often leaves businesses vulnerable due to identity theft and lack of additional
validation information.
Many countries are enhancing their national ID system to make it harder for fraudsters
to operate; but such dependencies alone are not enough to combat fraud, and getting a
nationwide system in place for digital authentication is arduous.
Businesses should consider augmenting their fraud detection and prevention capabilities
with additional customer intelligence via a form of a digital ID. In line with the fight against
fraud, financial institutions in India that have integrated Experian’s fraud detection system
attain comprehensive insights that were previously unavailable. Therefore, even with a robust
national ID system, businesses must extend their fraud detection capabilities with enhanced
customer data, and use a form of trusted digital ID to uniquely identify their customers.
Experian has helped to analyse

3,000,000
transactions

DETECTED >75%
FRAUD EVENTS AS
IDENTITY THEFT
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FUTUREPROOOFING: NEXT-GENERATION FRAUD DETECTION AND
TRANSACTION MONITORING
Another consideration is the fact that myriad digital channels presents the biggest challenge
for banks and financial institutions to deliver consistent messaging and, at the same time,
serve the segment of “one.” More than 75% of Asia-Pacific banking customers surveyed
stated their preference for a better alternative to manage multiple digital accounts, begging
the question: Is consolidation of digital identities a compelling solution for the industry?

FS for the Consolidation of Digital Identity and Authentication?
Percentage of consumers who
trust these entities most with
their personal data such as name,
phone number and address

Government agencies

33%

Payment
providers

15%
Financial services

32%

In general, government agencies enjoy the trust of 33% of the Asia/Pacific
respondents surveyed, and trailing behind FS with a significant gap are the
payment system providers in third place (15%).

Banks believe that they can be the trusted
repositories of digital identities, especially
given their close association with helping
customers achieve their personal goals. A
majority of the FS respondents (71%) are
confident in having high-to-highest levels of
trust in matters dealing with consolidation of
digital identities.
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20%

of FS respondents
are confident in
gaining customers’
trust over their
digital identities

70%

71%

70% of consumers will trust banks and
insurance companies for integration of
digital identities and related services.
Less than 20% favor other commercial
sectors.

FUTUREPROOOFING: NEXT-GENERATION FRAUD DETECTION AND
TRANSACTION MONITORING
Across the region, respondents from majority of the countries feel that
FS is the best in understanding the nuances of customer behaviour than
any other industry. Some countries have embarked on their journey of
creating a single digital identity that will have the future potential to track
customers’ economic activities through one single identity.
Highest level of trust
in FS with digital
authentication

Embarked on their
journey to create digital
identity for customer

Most confident in their
capabilities to protect
customers’ data

Biometrics is key to digital identity
development. The majority of FS
providers will leverage existing
platforms to improve ease in
application processing.

In FS They Trust

When it comes to eservices, more consumers make an effort to ensure
correctness of all personal data submitted to FS companies, while social
media is the least reliable in terms of data quality.

%

.3

33

27
23% .5%
22.4%

Consumers who sometimes supply incorrect data
or intentionally do not update personal data to:

5.8 1
5.0 % 1%
3. %
2.44%
%

Consumers who make effort to ensure
personal data is correctly submitted to:

46.4%

FS
Telco
Ecommerce marketplaces
Social media
Branded online retailers

Social media
Branded online retailers
Ecommerce marketplaces
Telco
FS

Achieving an Accurate, Single View of the Customer
Businesses depend on their internal transaction systems to extract customer
insights, but most, as IDC’s research found, do not have a true “high-definition”
picture of their customer due to issues such as lack of relevant or incorrect data
provided by their customers.
Percentage of respondents who believe they have an ability to understand their customers based on past
transactions and interactions across all channels and touchpoints, both online and offline

TELCO

BFSI

RETAIL

19.0%

10.3%

Australia leads Asia-Pacific
with businesses developing
and using data hubs across
industries (e.g., banks,
retailers, media) to share
data and insights on their
customers

In China, online retailers
cited using third-party data
sources (e.g., AliPay) and
signing up to data-sharing
alliances to improve their
capability in single customer
views.

31.3%

Incorrect employment
information and false
income documents are two
of the most frequent frauds
committed in India (40%
combined).

Source: Experian’s Fraud Prevention System
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Next Steps: Putting Trust
Into Practice
Data-Driven Culture

Organisational Empowerment

Augment Intelligence

Embrace Innovations

Proactive Regulators
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NEXT STEPS: PUTTING TRUST INTO PRACTICE

Ensuring that You Deserve Your Customers’ Trust – 10 Best Practices
Experian and IDC have identified and broken down 10 Best Practices used by
Asia’s leading organisations shown to impact the companies’ data-driven culture,
organisational empowerment, augmented intelligence, innovation and proactive
regulatory stance.
These best practices are helping top companies to continue to innovate
proactively and stay ahead of their competition.

Data-Driven Culture
01. Integrate internal data ― In general, banks and telcos’ poor data quality and
multiple disparate systems are seen as big deterrents in adopting advanced analytics
functionalities. The volume of compromised data and ever-changing fraud schemes
has created a threat landscape that can no longer be managed in a siloed manner.
Increasingly, companies are participating in a blended ecosystem that can bridge
disparate data and siloes internally. Beyond this, the blended ecosystem is the key to
achieving that expansive view of the global consumer.
Banks and telcos in Singapore, Australia and New Zealand are investing in
predictive analytics across internal data sources for identifying new selling
opportunities and cross-sell marketing.
In India, the willingness to adopt advanced analytics and improve capabilities
in real-time analysis in fraud management is accelerating FS companies’
capabilities in turnaround time for customer servicing (e.g., in quick
disbursement of loans, onboarding applications). There is also the use of
analytics for debt recovery and collections.
These types of initiatives should also be leveraged for fraud prevention
wherever possible.

02. Right-size fraud measures ― The ratio of disrupted legitimate traffic compared
to actual fraud attempts can be as high as 30:1. In other words, 30 good customers
are challenged or blocked — for reasons they don’t understand — in order to block one
fraudster. As the volume of online transactions continues to increase, the number of
challenges to good customers will continue to increase. To reverse this trend going
forward, companies need to apply fraud mitigation strategies that are more targeted — or
right-sized. For example, if actual fraud attacks represent 1-2% of transactions,
right-sized solutions should identify no more than 4-6% of transactions as probable fraud.
Ideally, companies should also use data to target the highest risk transactions to further
reduce good customer inconvenience.
Given the scale and growth of digital transactions, the decision to flag a new
customer as good or bad, and execution of associated follow-on actions must
also be done in real-time for the best, frictionless experience.
In India, an eretailer utilises past records to trigger outbound verifications calls
for cash-on-delivery transactions.
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Organisational Empowerment
03. Structure Organisational fraud management ― Any organisation will need to establish
and define internally how fraud will be managed. This involves defining the risk tolerance,
the fraud tolerance, and the customer disruption tolerance of the business. There is
no single right answer. Whether centralised or distributed, it depends on business and
regulatory needs.
Majority of the countries in Asia-Pacific follow a centralised and independent
structure for fraud management across the organisation, except Thailand. Thailand
has a mix of centralised teams as well as devolved fraud units working for a specific
business operation.
Due to the huge disparity in geo-demographics, fraud management in India is
supervised by local and regional teams to zonal teams that finally report to the
chief risk officer (seated in the board of the entity).

04. Ingraining fraud management across all stakeholders ― Fraud prevention often
requires non-technical processes and tools (e.g., training, awareness). To make this
happen, effective fraud risk control needs to become embedded into business-asusual with all employees aware of its importance, as well as their individual roles and
responsibilities in its delivery. This can be reinforced with fraud scorecards that reflect the
principles, policies and rules.
Companies should enagage and empower customers themselves wherever possible as
their behaviours are often a source of personal data breach that can be used by criminals.
UOB (Singapore) developed and implemented a dedicated risk and fraud
management structure to promote a risk aware culture throughout the entire
banking group.
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Augment Intelligence
05. Enhancing single customer view via digital channels ― Granular analysis of customer
behaviour through a hybrid of characteristic-based and machine learning analytics. For
example, detecting out-of-norm transaction frequency and values.
Banks have developed mobile apps that incorporate both ecommerce and
physical incentives to extract customers’ digital footprints.
Telcos have started to analyse cross-screen (e.g., mobile, Internet) behaviour of
their customers to build customer and household views.
Retailers similarly are striving to engage consumers through “buy anytime, fulfil
from anywhere” utilising digital commerce application platforms to provide
consistent experience across both digital and physical channels.

06. Augment internal data with third-party data ― Internal data alone does not mean
a “complete version of the truth”. In emerging economies, multiple “alternative data”
sources can make up for lack of deep centralised data (such as credit bureaus). In
mature economies, alt-data can be a rich source of additional context on consumers and
criminals.
Fraud and identity manipulation and theft are significant and growing international
problems with identity fraud seen as one of the fastest growing global criminal industries.
Globally, across financial services, utilities and telecommunications, it is generally
accepted that as much as 25% of current bad debt is actually application fraud (early
defaults and never pay customers).
Studies have shown that organisations using shared data can achieve at least 30% uplift in
their fraud detection when compared with a solution that only uses their own data.
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Embrace Innovations
07. Open and extensible platforms ― Organisations are faced with having to innovate
ever faster with increasing customer expectations and expanding technology – IoT adding
30 billion devices to the Internet by 2020. Startups offer potential for both problem and
answer if they can be quickly adopted and delivered to the customer. Chief innovation
officers, hackathons and incubators are increasingly being employed. Technologically,
APIs and open platform technology will be crucial also.
Wells Fargo in Hong Kong is looking to see how fintech ideas and concepts
can be embedded into the overall fraud management situation, and how new
techniques and technologies can help with these issues.
At Wells Fargo and other banks, there is also the trend of bringing in resources
from a non-banking background (e.g., central law enforcement) to provide outof-the box thinking and strategy.
The Monetary Authority of Singapore has created a fintech sandbox for banks
and fintechs to test out new technology and innovations within a regulated
environment.
In Thailand, TrueMoney launched an application for financial transactions
including nano/personal financing loans, offering credit ratings and fraud
prevention features with FS partnerships and integration.

08. Apply next-gen authentication ― Ensuring that the customer is who he (or she) says
he is eliminates majority of fraud. Biometric and mobile application technologies are
providing new frictionless authentication.
Mobile plays important roles in delivering omni-channel experiences through
mobile apps and mobile optimised Web sites. While this is a vital enabler to
engage, sell to, and service consumers during their on-the-move moments,
mobile also offers unique opportunities to ease frictions introduced by fraud
measures. Geolocation, two-factor authentication (2FA) using SMS/push
notification, and device finger-printing can passively increase detection
capabilities.
3 essential characteristics:
1.
Device identification ― complements biometrics
2.
Convenience ― choice of factor for user and/or service provider
3.
Omni-channel ― where it can be applied (mobile, web, call centre,
physical store)
According to banks, biometrics will play a critical role moving forward to allow
authentication to be done very quickly with higher security levels.
A U.K. bank and a U.S. telco saw a 59% and 20% decrease in fraud losses,
respectively, in a month of deploying voice biometrics.
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Proactive Regulators
09. Adapt to new regulation ― Most initiatives undertaken by the financial institutions are
prioritised based on the guidelines set by the regulatory agencies.
Countries like India, China and Singapore show greater willingness in adopting
best practices from the industry, while complying with government regulations.
Being ahead of the competition is the key driver.
In Singapore, new privacy regulations are seeking to allow businesses to be
exempted from seeking individuals’ consent to collect and analyse their data
including images, addresses, names and emails.
While telcos have access to individualised raw data, privacy regulations have
created a conservative culture in utilising such data; but as new analytics
capabilities are being developed, telcos such as Telstra, Unicom, SingTel and
StarHub have begun ingestion of the data within regulation boundaries.
In Australia and Singapore (eventually rest of Asia), upcoming data breach
consumer notification laws will be in place requiring businesses to fully integrate
their data with stronger fraud management capabilities.
Cross border (e.g., EU/Japan) mutual privacy agreements will create an
opportunity for businesses with regional/global presence.

10. Beyond national ID ― While centralised national ID can be useful to combat fraud,
it is a double-edged sword because, if it is breached, heavy reliance on it can result in
increased fraud. As such, it is important to understand how national IDs can be enhanced
to counter fraud based on the state of usage and accountability for each country.
In the Philippines, the government is hoping to introduce a biometric-enabled
national ID within two years of approval (focus is mainly for delivery of social
services). Represents opportunity for businesses to augment it with additional
fraud management capabilities.
In Singapore, the government is conducting trials of a digital ID where it will
include APIs for businesses to interface with.
In Australia, there’s renewed discussions of a national ID due to threat of terrorism.
India’s Aadhaar is the most assertive government initiative in this space in Asia.
However, it has faced a number of challenges including a court battle around
privacy regulation.
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CASE STUDY BRIEF

Dynamic Fraud Capabilities with Data-Enhanced Identity
Management System in India

HOW DO YOU MANAGE
FRAUD in a market of
1.3 Billion consumers?

The increased importance of time to value, providing the agility, flexibility, and
scalability for businesses in today’s digital world can be seen by the adoption of
Experian’s fraud detection system by more than 50% of banks and insurers in India.
With a market size of more than 1.3 billion consumers, businesses have access to a
massive customer base but at the same time face the daunting challenge of timely
management of fraud in such scale.
The scale of Experian’s data points, coupled with the most up-to-date information,
provides financial institutions the ability to be robust and flexible in fraud detection
across the entire organisation, which is significant considering the wide and diverse
range of products being offered.

By leveraging Experian’s fraud detection system,
financial institutions can instead focus on their core
businesses of offering consumer-focused products
and delivering positive customer experience, such as
prompt approvals for loans and fraud protection of
existing customers.
Analysis of Experian’s data between 2014 through 2017 showed an
improved situation and helped businesses counter fraud.
Experian’s deterrence
capabilities helped to improve
the situation
Drop in repeat fraudsters
More than 4% drop in using
stolen identity

Experian’s advanced analytics
help businesses gain predictive
foresight to combat
Rising fraud from organisations
Dual-PAN as the number 1
(>40%) fraud attempted

Experian empowers businesses that do not have a full suite of data architects
and engineering capabilities to streamline, safeguard, and automate the
consumption of fraud prevention data. And at the same time, provides the
foundation for a data-enhanced identity management system that seeks to
prevent fraud today and tomorrow.
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A HOLISTIC APPROACH TOWARD 2020

Cultivating strong and trusting relationships with discerning customers is not easy,
even for enterprises that seem to have garnered a base of loyal customers.
As expectations of omni-channel customers increase, enterprises will need to master
data and information to deliver positive experiences and gain their customers’ trust.
The monetisation opportunities of information mastery are hard to ignore:

60%

By 2018,
of Asia/Pacific
companies will derive new revenue streams
from information-based products and services.

By the end of 2019, revenue growth
from information-based products are
expected to double that of the rest of
the product/service portfolio for
one-third of Asia’s top 1000 companies.

2X

REVENUE
GROWTH

Such growth can be seen today in concrete demands from industries, including retail,
digital marketing, telco, and financial services institutions. Augmented insights derived
from multiple and diversified data sources have a higher level of contextual detail and
relevance, in turn, improving the ability of businesses to compete.
Next-generation technology enablers will play a key role in strengthening solutions and
providing the heavy lifting to help reduce the system complexity of integrating external
data or insights and accelerating execution. This will address the persistent problem
of skills shortage, from data science to architecture, engineering, and management,
limiting businesses’ ability to address the complexity of fraud detection.
With trust as the basis of any
relationship, particularly toward
more digital services in the omnichannel age, businesses need to take a
holistic approach, incorporating fraud
management thinking into areas such
as customer experience, technology
infrastructure, and data collection.
As we look toward 2020, those that
succeed in narrowing the gaps in their
fraud management capabilities to build
greater customer trust will pull away
from the rest.

A holistic approach to
combating fraud

Detection

Prevention

Deterrence

Are you ready in the fight against fraud?
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ABOUT EXPERIAN

Experian is the world’s leading global information services company. During life’s big moments – from
buying a home or a car, to sending a child to college, to growing a business by connecting with new
customers – we empower consumers and our clients to manage their data with confidence. We help
individuals to take financial control and access financial services, businesses to make smarter decisions
and thrive, lenders to lend more responsibly, and organisations to prevent identity fraud and crime.
We have more than 16,000 people operating across 37 countries and every day we’re investing in new
technologies, talented people and innovation to help all our clients maximize every opportunity. We are
listed on the London Stock Exchange (EXPN) and are a constituent of the FTSE 100 Index.
Learn more at www.experianplc.com or visit our global content hub at our global news blog for the latest
news and insights from the Group.
Contact:
Sean Yeo
T: +65 6593 7597
E-mail: sean.yeo@experian.com
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ABOUT IDC

International Data Corporation (IDC) is the premier global provider of market intelligence, advisory
services, and events for the information technology, telecommunications and consumer technology
markets. IDC helps IT professionals, business executives, and the investment community make fact-based
decisions on technology purchases and business strategy. More than 1,100 IDC analysts provide global,
regional, and local expertise on technology and industry opportunities and trends in over 110 countries
worldwide. For 50 years, IDC has provided strategic insights to help our clients achieve their key business
objectives. IDC is a subsidiary of IDG, the world’s leading technology media, research, and events company.
Contact:
Deepa Balan
Engagement Manager
T: +65 6829 7550
E-mail: dbalan@idc.com
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